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Life is a full of choices

Our daily life is full of choice and decision-making based on sensory y g y
data and a stored representation of world structure with action.



Do animals make rational decision?Do animals make rational decision?

• Harper’s experiment

33 ducks

throws bread-ball throws bread-ball
every 5 seconds

(double speed)

throws bread ball 
every 10 seconds

(double speed)



The result is…e esu s…



Animals do rational choices!Animals do rational choices!

• Ducks achieve optimal solution within 90 sec.

22 : 11

throws bread-ball 
every 5 seconds

throws bread-ball 
every 10 seconds



Economics has investigated decision-makingEconomics has investigated decision making  

경제학 오랫동안 의사결정과정을 탐구하다경제학, 오랫동안 의사결정과정을 탐구하다



Homo Economicus: Rationalityy



Nash equilibriumNash equilibrium 

• In game theory, the Nash equilibrium (named after 
John Forbes Nash, who proposed it) is a solution 
concept of a game involving two or more players, in 
which no player has anything to gain by changing 
only his or her own strategy unilaterally. 

• If each player has chosen a strategy and no player can 
benefit by changing his or her strategy while the other 
players keep theirs unchanged, then the current set of 
strategy choices and the corresponding payoffs 
constitute a Nash equilibrium.



Frame: Humans are not rational!Frame: Humans are not rational!

With Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman established a cognitive 
basis for common human errors using heuristics and biases and g
developed Prospect theory. Kahneman was awarded the 2002 Nobel 
Prize in Economics for his work in Prospect theory. 



Beauty contest gameBeauty contest game

• 이 문제는 100명에게 출제되었다고 가정한다.

• 0부터 100까지 각자 좋아하는 수를 하나씩 선택하게 하고 선0부터 100까지 각자 좋아하는 수를 하나씩 선택하게 하고 선
택된 수의 평균의 2/3배에 가장 가까운 수를 선택한 사람이
승자가 되는 게임이다. 

• 여러분은 어떤 숫자를 선택할 것인가?



Results: Beauty contest game (KAIST)
Relative Frequency

y g ( )

Average: 26.51
Average * 2/3 = 17.68

Numbers



Results: Beauty contest game (Caltech)Results: Beauty contest game (Caltech)



Steps of reasoningp g
Table 1: Data and estimates of  in pbc games
(equilibrium = 0)(equilibrium  0)

Steps of
subjects/game Data CH Model Thinking
game theorists 19.1 19.1 3.7
Caltech 23 0 23 0 3 0

Mean

Caltech 23.0 23.0 3.0
newspaper 23.0 23.0 3.0
portfolio mgrs 24.3 24.4 2.8
econ PhD class 27.4 27.5 2.3
C lt h 3 21 5 21 5 1 8Caltech g=3 21.5 21.5 1.8
high school 32.5 32.7 1.6
1/2 mean 26.7 26.5 1.5
70 yr olds 37.0 36.9 1.1
Germany 37.2 36.9 1.1
CEOs 37.9 37.7 1.0
game p=0.7 38.9 38.8 1.0
Caltech g=2 21.7 22.2 0.8g
PCC g=3 47.5 47.5 0.1
game p=0.9 49.4 49.5 0.1
PCC g=2 54.2 49.5 0.0

mean 1.56mean 1.56
median 1.30



Loss aversionoss ve s o

• "A bird in hand is worth two in the bush" describes one action a 
person might take to minimize risk and maximize utility the real orperson might take to minimize risk and maximize utility—the real or 
perceived ability of a product or service to satisfy a need or desire. 



13 Anomalies: 
Preference reversal and temporal discounting

• A,            B,             C
• B,            C,             D, ,

• Preference is not stable, constant, and consistent. The , ,
preference can be changed by the frame  



What happens in the brain during choice?What happens in the brain during choice?



PET, fMRICT/
MRIMRI

Optical Methods

MEG/EEG



Brain: 
The most complex system in the universe









Snap judgment : Thin-slicing

 Videotaped 13 graduate

Snap judgment : Thin slicing 

Videotaped 13 graduate 
teaching fellows and made 
three randomly selected 10 
sec clips combined into one 
30 sec clip

 Show the clips to students 
who have never seen the 
f ll d k d h ffellows and asked them for 
ratings

 Correlations between the 
ratings and the actual 
evaluation report of theevaluation report of the 
fellows were quite significant

HJ Kim (2008), Ambady & Rosenthal, (1993)



Automatic Trait Inferences: Blink!Automatic Trait Inferences: Blink!

 Subjects saw each pair of

Winner vs. Runner-up

 Subjects saw each pair of 
faces for 1 second

 Th f t k The faces were taken 
from the actual House 
election candidates inelection candidates in 
2004

 Subjects were asked to Subjects were asked to 
rate each face on multiple 
ratings grouped into g g p
“Competence,” 
“Trustworthiness,” and 
“Likeability”

Todorov et al., Science, (2005)



 Competence ratings strongly predicted the actual election outcome Competence ratings strongly predicted the actual election outcome

 Political decision-making seems to be affected by voters’ automatic 
j d

Todorov et al., Science, (2005)

snap judgments



There are two young females in the next slide. 

Which one is more attractive to you? 



Detecting AttractivenessDetecting Attractiveness



Did you see two of them?Did you see two of them? 

Anyhow you can choose one certainlyAnyhow, you can choose one certainly.



There are two young males in the next slide. 

Which one is more attractive to you? 



Detecting AttractivenessDetecting Attractiveness



Did you see two of them?Did you see two of them? 

Anyhow you can choose one certainlyAnyhow, you can choose one certainly.



Top-down and bottom-up decision makingTop down and bottom up decision  making



Center of pleasure in the brain strongly 
affects human decision-making



Shopping center in the brain?Shopping center in the brain?

(Knutson et al., NEURON, 2006)



Neuromarketingg

Most people liked the taste of Pepsi, yet the majority bought coke.Most people liked the taste of Pepsi, yet the majority bought coke.
This is the brand power.

Human Neuroimaging lab Baylor College of MedicineHuman Neuroimaging lab, Baylor College of Medicine

New York Times 10/26/03



fMRI scans the brains in Super Bowl CFs!sc s e b s Supe ow C s!



Michelob Beer: Empathy is significant!p y g

Watching a woman playing American football with her friends in a 
Michelob beer ad triggered the brain’s empathy centre (shown by 

arrow) to fire in women only (Image: Jonas Kaplan)



Which shop is more popular? 
Utility maximizer and satisficer 





Word Association TestWord Association Test



Ultimatum game: 최후 통첩 게임Ultimatum game: 최후 통첩 게임



METHODS

Ultimatum game: 최후 통첩 게임Ultimatum game: 최후 통첩 게임



Responder’s brain has been scanned duringResponder’s brain has been scanned during 
the Ultimatum game: unfairness aversion 

Responders rejected the offer Responders accepted the offer 



Cross-Cultural Experimental Economics Project

Zürich
Kansas City

Mongols,
Khazaks

Michigan
Los Angeles

Lamalera
AchuarOrma

Hadza Machiguenga
Au, Gnau

M h

Hadza

Sangu
Zimbabwe

Machiguenga

Tsimane
Ache

Mapuche



Fair offers correlate with market integration (top), 
cooperativeness in everyday life (bottom)cooperativeness in everyday life (bottom)



Everything is a hormone thing?
Oxytocin modulates amygdala functionOxytocin modulates amygdala function

 Amygdala responses to fear-inducing visual stimuli were 
significantly reduced in oxytocin compared to placebo group.

Kirsch et al. (2005)



Synthetic Oxytocin Intranasal Sprayy y p y

Anti-shyness spray

HJ Kim (APCTP)



Synthetic Oxytocin Intranasal Spray



NudgeNudge

• ([nudged], [nudging]) to poke or push someone gently, especially 
with the elbow, to get attention, etc.

• By a nudge we mean anything that influences our choices. 



Richard ThalerRichard Thaler

A theorist in behavioral finance 
in University of Chicago, Booth School of Business











C ti it id i b tCreativity resides in between. 




